We describe an apparatus which concurrently and independently measures the parameters determining thermoelectric material conversion efficiency: the Seebeck coefficient, thermal conductivity, and electrical resistivity. The apparatus is designed to characterize thermoelectric materials which are technologically relevant for waste heat energy conversion, and may operate from room temperature to 400 °C. It is configured so the heat flux is axially confined along two boron nitride rods of known thermal conductance. The Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity are obtained in steady-state using a differential technique, while the electrical resistivity is obtained using a four-point lock-in amplification method. Measurements on the newly developed NIST Seebeck Standard Reference Material are presented in the temperature range from 50 C to 250 C. fred.sharifi@nist.gov
Introduction
Thermoelectric devices may reversibly convert thermal and electric energy [1, 2] .
Although conversion efficiencies of known thermoelectric material are currently too low to be economically viable for widespread implementation [3] , recent reports of improved materials with complex morphology [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] open the possibility for future higher efficiency devices. For power generation, the material's conversion efficiency at a temperature, T, is characterized by a dimensionless figure of merit ZT=S 2 T/ρk, where S, ρ, and k are the material's Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistivity, and thermal conductivity. The overall conversion efficiency increases with ZT, but is ultimately bound by Carnot efficiency, as with any device operating on the principal of a temperature difference. A complete assessment of a material's figure of merit requires measurements of S, k, and ρ over the temperature range of interest.
Thermoelectric material properties are usually measured with separate instruments: those that measure S and ρ, and those that measure k. Of these, characterization of thermal conductivity is most challenging; in contrast to electrical conductivity measurements where the flow of charge may be confined to a specific conducting path, in heat flow measurements the removal of parasitic heat conduction paths is extremely difficult [9] . Consequently, thermal conductivity characterization often involves separate measurements of material parameters, such as heat capacity and thermal diffusivity [10] . There are reports of direct measurements of thermal conductivity employing heat rods [11] [12] [13] , though most primarily operate below room temperature, precluding them from characterizing thermoelectric materials whose material efficiencies are optimized at waste heat temperatures. Finally, the only currently available and widely used technique for directly obtaining ZT (as a whole) is due to Harman [14] , where ZT is measured by relating the Peltier effect to changes in the potential difference across the sample under an applied current [14, 15] . In this report, we describe an instrument comprised of a pair of boron nitride (BN) rods in which the heat flows axially, and where the heat is confined to the rods. The instrument is capable of concurrent measurements of all three parameters comprising the thermoelectric figure of merit at elevated temperatures. We hope the design serves as a basis for future instruments, where thermal and electronic material properties may be measured more efficiently and precisely.
The instrument described here is comprised of a pair of thermally conducting BN rods containing thermometry and electrical leads, and measures S, k, and ρ. It is designed to operate at temperatures to a maximum range of approximately 400 °C, above which errors in thermometry become significant. Its capability to measure thermal properties is due to features that minimize thermal losses occurring through conductive, convective, and radiative processes.
Data is acquired in steady-state [16] as opposed to transient mode [17, 18] , and the Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductance are concurrently obtained through a differential technique whereby small (constant) temperature gradients are produced across the sample [19] [20] [21] . The sample stage is segmented, yielding four electrical probes for Seebeck and electrical resistivity measurements; the latter is obtained through ac lock-in amplification methods so as to avoid spurious results due to thermopower voltages [17] . The thermal conductance of the BN rods is calibrated using a NIST thermal conductivity reference material (RM8424). Fundamentally, the instrument is designed to confine heat flow to the rods to the extent that is possible, with a data acquisition and analysis procedure which accounts for systematic errors, including small temperature differences between the sample face and thermometers in the sample stage.
Currently, there is no thermoelectric standard which provides validation for all of the individual parameters comprising the figure of merit. As such, the newly developed NIST Seebeck Coefficient Standard Reference Material (SRM3451) was used to validate S, and comparison to literature reports were used for validations of and k.
Description and Operation

Apparatus Construction
The thermoelectric measurement system is shown in Figure 1a . The instrument is constructed in axial flow geometry where the sample is pressed between two identical boron nitride (BN) cylindrical rods, of approximate lengths and diameters of 10 cm and 1 cm respectively. Each rod has a thermometer comprised of a platinum resistance temperature detector (Pt RTD) embedded half-way along its length, and a heater attached at one end. At the opposite end is the sample stage, which can accommodate samples with thicknesses ranging 
Thermal Measurements
Heat Losses
A primary motivation in constructing this apparatus is to enable concurrent thermal and electrical characterization. The former is a significant challenge as the design of the apparatus must be consistent with one dimensional heat flow to high precision. As such, heat losses from convective, conductive, and radiative paths must be minimized as much as possible so as to ensure the heat flux is effectively constrained to the rods.
Convective heat losses are the simplest to address as the measurements are performed inside a vacuum chamber at pressures below 1 x 10 -3 Pa. At this pressure, the mean free path of the gas molecules is approximately 8 m, and an estimate of residual gas conduction may be obtained by calculating the heat transported between the Cu ends comprising the sample stage [22] . For the dimension of the sample platforms in the apparatus and the respective temperature difference of the platforms during measurement, a conservative estimate of Q gas ≈ 10 -7 W is obtained. As shown later, this value is roughly 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the heat conduction through the BN rods during measurements, and thus can be ignored.
Conductive heat losses through the connecting wires are addressed through design and construction of the apparatus. As previously mentioned, the electrical leads to the thermometers and the sample stage are embedded along the length of the BN rods, and heat sunk at the end of the rods by being surrounded with the heater assembly. This design ensures that the temperature gradient across the ends of each rod is the same as the temperature gradient across the connecting wires embedded in the rod.
Radiation losses are the most problematic and manifest themselves at temperature differences of less than one degree between the BN rods and the external environment, leading to anomalous differences in temperature between the two thermometers in the rod. Radiation heat loss scales as (T 4 -T env 4 ) where T and T env are the temperatures of the BN rods and the surrounding environment. Passive radiation shielding inserted between the BN rods and walls of the vacuum chamber can decrease these losses by a factor (n+1) -1 where n is the number of independent radiation shields [23] . Heated radiation shield are more efficient, however, and were used here. The shields are made of polished copper so as to have low emissivity. The temperature for each shield is independently set so as to minimize the radiative heat losses from the corresponding BN rod. Ideally the temperature profile along the length of each shield should match the profile in the respective BN rod. However, matching the profiles is quite difficult as it would require creating axial temperature gradients in both the heated and passive radiation shields. Consequently, the heat shields are isothermal and are set to average temperature of the rods. During measurement, the temperature gradients along the length of the BN rods are kept small (below 0.6 C), and the uncertainties resulting from the minor radiative heat losses are discussed below.
Temperature Calibration
The sample stage is designed so that the thermometer embedded in the Cu body is as analysis is that over the operational temperature range of the apparatus, the thermal conductivity of BN increases with increasing temperature and peaks at roughly 100 ºC, after which it slowly drops [24] . Thus for a given value of T 1,2 (T 3,4 ), the heat flow through the rods varies with temperature, and is accounted for in subsequent analysis.
The results of the measurements are shown in Figure 2 , which show the thermal resistance between the two thermometers embedded in the Cu stages ranges from 2 % to 5 % of the thermal resistance of (half) the length of a BN rod. In this procedure, the spring loading was increased until this ratio was minimized and no longer changed with increasing load. The correction initially increases with rising temperature, partly due to the increased thermal conductance of BN. Past roughly 150 ºC, the correction increases and may be caused by the increasing thermal resistance of the silica-based cement. Further, the magnitude of the total correction indicates the cement thermal resistance contributes more than resistance of the Cu body (Fig. 1c) . This correction is subsequently incorporated in the data analysis of the Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity at each measurement temperature.
Thermal Conductivity Calibration
The thermal conductivity of the BN rods is obtained by using a NIST thermal conductivity reference material (RM8424) as a sample. The reference material is composed of graphite of known thermal conductivity over the temperature range of interest, and its soft composition, along with its high electrical conductivity, again minimize thermal contact resistance. Here,
where Rstd is the thermal resistance of the graphite sample, resulting in 
Resistivity
The electrical resistivity poses the fewest challenges in the measurements as thermoelectrics are usually highly doped narrow band gap semiconductors with resistivities that are relatively insensitive to change with variations of about one degree in temperature.
Consequently, it is possible to concurrently perform Seebeck and resistivity measurements where the latter is performed using an ac modulation current and lock-in amplification techniques, so as to avoid dc thermopower voltages. The temperature dependence of the sample resistance is obtained in a straight-forward manner by changing the temperature of the apparatus. However, the extraction of an absolute resistivity value is problematic due to an unavoidable feature in the design of this apparatus. The uncertainty results from the large area and geometry of the electrical contacts of the sample stage (Fig. 1a) . Unfortunately, this configuration is necessary to minimize thermal resistance and ensure the sample face is isothermal, a critical requirement for both the Seebeck and thermal conductivity measurement. Because of this large area contact, it is difficult to accurately determine the geometric correction factor so as to absolutely directly relate the measured resistance to resistivity through the van der Pauw formulism [25] . This issue can be straightforwardly resolved with a one-time ex-situ bench measurement using standard smallcontact microprobes, which readily yields the geometric factor. The room temperature value is then used to scale the temperature dependence of the resistivity, yielding the absolute resistivity value over the entire temperature range.
Apparatus Validation
Measurements on Bi 2 Te 3
Measurements on the newly developed NIST Seebeck Coefficient Standard Reference Material (SRM3451) were performed in order to test the performance of the apparatus. This
Standard is a specimen of Te-rich (n-type) Bi 2 Te 3 having dimensions of 8.0 mm x 2.5 mm x 3.5 mm.
Using the previously described procedures, the Seebeck values were obtained at 25 °C intervals from 50 °C to 250 °C and the results are displayed in Figure 4 . (The measurements did not exceed 250 °C, due to concerns regarding the stability of Bi 2 Te 3 at elevated temperatures.)
For comparison, the solid line represents the expected values, which are certified to a maximum temperature of 120 °C, and which has an uncertainty of approximately ± 2.7 % over this temperature range.
The measured temperature dependence of electrical resistivity is shown in Figures 5 .
This material has a complex band structure and a negative temperature coefficient of its band gap, and consequently its resistivity is dominated both by the usual transport scattering processes and by the Fermi level crossing bands in a multi-valley band structure [26] . The small band gap of this material mostly limits the transport studies of this material to below room temperature, and higher temperature data is sparse. Nevertheless, the resistivity data shown [ Fig. 5 ] agree with those previously reported, in both magnitude and temperature dependence [27, 28] .
The thermal conductivity of the Bi 2 Te 3 sample is obtained through the ratio of the temperature drop across the sample and the temperature drop (heat flow) across a BN segment, shown in Figure 6 . (We note the maximum heat flow through the structure is approximately 3 mW.) Due to its high electrical conductivity, at above room temperature, ambipolar thermodiffusion dominates the electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity [29, 30] , resulting in a thermal conductivity that scales inversely with electronic resistivity [Fig. 5 ]. The results shown [ Fig. 6 ] agree both in magnitude and temperature dependence with previous reports [31] .
The independent measurements of S, , and k, are subsequently used to calculate the resulting figure of merit, ZT, of the Bi 2 Te 3 sample, as shown in Figure 7 . The small band gap of this material leads to a peak in the figure of merit at temperatures slightly below room temperature [1, 2] , consistent with the results presented here.
Uncertainty Analysis
A systematic uncertainty analysis (at 1 level) has been undertaken throughout these measurements, consisting of determining errors at each step of the data analysis and their propagation to the final result, ZT.
For the temperature corrections arising from thermal resistance (Figure 2 ), the primary error source is the precision of the Pt RTD thermometry. This type of thermometer is essentially a resistor whose nominal resistance can modeled as RPt = Rc + T. As the measurement is done differentially, the uncertainty in the temperature coefficient, , is the dominant error and amounts to a maximum of ± 1.2 mK for the temperature differences used here. The resulting uncertainty is shown in Figure 2 .
There are three dominant sources of uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of the BN, shown in Figure 3 . The first is the uncertainty in the thermal resistance corrections [ Fig. 2 ]. The second source is heat losses that arise between the isothermal radiation heated shield and the BN rods containing a 0.6 C temperature gradient. To ascertain the corresponding correction due to this heat loss, the temperature difference between the middle and Cu sample stage thermometer
was measured with a cold radiation shield as a function of temperature, and amounted to 0.47 % heat loss in the BN rod per degree temperature difference. The last source, and largest, uncertainty is from the accuracy of the graphite thermal conductivity standard, which is 3 %.
The net propagated uncertainty is shown in Figure 3 . Similarly, this uncertainty is used to calculate the (propagated) uncertainty in the thermal conductivity of the Bi 2 Te 3 sample, shown in Figure 6 .
Two sources contribute to the uncertainty in the Seebeck coefficient shown in Figure 4 :
the Seebeck coefficient of the Cu wire connections, and the intrinsic accuracy of the electronics.
Over the temperature range of interest, the first source results in a maximum error of ± 3 V [1] , while the second is insignificant and contributes less than ± 0.02 V. The intrinsic uncertainty in the Seebeck coefficient of the SRM is similar, being approximately ± 2.7 %. As for the resistivity measurements, the uncertainty arises from the signal to noise ratio of the lock-in measurement, and is dependent on the excitation current. This current must be kept at a level to ensure no local heating occurs. For this measurement, a 10 A excitation current produces power dissipation at an insignificant level (≈ 10 -11 W). The electronic noise fluctuations are shown in Figure 5 .
Finally, the uncertainty in ZT at each temperature, arising from the propagation of uncertainties in the above parameters, is shown in Figure 7 . The fractional uncertainty is shown in Figure 8 , rising slightly with increasing temperature, and reaching approximately 5.6 % at 250 C. This increase is primarily due to the temperature dependence of the errors in the thermal conductivity measurements.
Summary
An apparatus for simultaneously measuring the properties of thermoelectric materials has been described. As progress is made toward the development of a high temperature thermoelectric standard, we expect to further validate this apparatus and provide a means for consensus in metrology of thermoelectric materials.
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